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WEYMOUTH & PORTLAND:Then meets Now looks
at the borough’s history through maps which date
from the Tudor period up to the twentieth
century.
Early county maps were often decorative and
colourful, but although they showed the locations
of towns and villages, and indicated features such
as hills, woods and rivers, few provided the
traveller with any information about routes which
would enable him to travel from place to place.
It was the Ordnance Survey, set up in the late
eighteenth century as the Board of Ordnance to
survey and map Great Britain for military purposes, which provided the first of the detailed and
accurate standardised maps that we rely on today.
It is fitting that this book, which contains extracts
of many O/S maps from the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, is published 200 years after
the first Ordnance Survey map of Dorset was
produced in 1811.
The majority of the maps included are of
Weymouth and Portland and the surrounding
villages which now lie within the borough boundary. Also featured are sections of some of the
early county maps – these often provide interesting and lesser-known aspects of the area, such as
lost place-names and shipwreck sites.
Accompanying each map are pictures old and
new to illustrate some of the changes each area
has undergone since the map’s publication.
Together they show just what has altered and
what – remarkably – has stayed the same.
Presentation and layout is refreshingly different
The past is revisited with renewed vigour.
WEYMOUTH & PORTLAND: Then Meets Now will
be a must for locals and visitors alike.
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Weymouth. A new Town Bridge of 1770 had changed its
location and crossed the harbour at the end of St Nicholas
Street instead of its traditional spot at the end of St
Thomas Street. It was not a popular move, and when the
first stone bridge replaced this timber structure in 1824 it
reverted to the site we know today. Seen from the present
Town Bridge, old warehouses appear on both pictures.

The railway bridge over Chickerell Road at Pye Hill –
there are no trains now on the Weymouth and Portland
Railway line, only walkers and cyclists on the Rodwell
Trail from Westham to Wyke Regis. The scene in 2011.
The Railway Arch Hotel has been converted to apartments.
Example of a double-page spread.

The Jubilee Clock,Weymouth showing the Esplanade widened out around it in the 1920s.

